
       

250 x 3.5  13.000  100  
■ 68 20 RID.2.216 

□ 68 20 RID.3.216 

280 x 3.5 13.000 
■ 68 20 RID.2.212 

100 
□ 68 20 RID.3.212 
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Measurement U.M. Tolerances Data  

Total Length 

mm 

±2% 250 280 

Width 3.5 
±5% 

Thickness 1.13 

Dimensional Specifications 

Releasable Cable Ties

Hilltop Products' Halogen & Silicone-Free Releasable 
Cable Ties are made from High-quality Nylon Polyamide
 6/6; designed to withstand harsh weather conditions 

and self-extinguish during a fire. Designed and installed 
with an easy to use elongated tooth mechanism which 

allows for unlimited uses per cable tie.
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Releasable Cable Ties
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Features & Benefits:Weather & UV-ResistantElongated tooth allowing for the ties to be re-used over and over.Self-extinguishingHalogen & SIlicone-FreeEasy and simple to useUses a straight tip to increase compatibility with cables. 
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 To ensure safe wire management and to keep costs and product waste to a minimum. the cable ties must fit tosize and be applied correctly. That means it is necessary to purchase the correctly sized cable tie to fit your application/need. To establish the most suitable size of your cable tie application, use the chart provided.
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Our cable ties are also resistant to solvents and reagents, oil, petrol, and hydrocarbons when used at low temperatures,in low concentrations, and for short periods of time. They're perfect for applications in the automotive industry as well  as any industry involving solvent use. The straight tip is designed to ensure our cable ties are compatible with most cable diameters and maximize the variety of cables the ties can be used on.
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Ensuring Safe Wire Management
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Our Releasable Cable Ties
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Longevity Chart


